From: Karl Spees
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 7:03 PM
To: zSMP; Karl Spees
Subject: Clallam County SMP Update - Convoluted 2/12/15

Steve
Please submit my comment to the SMPU comments.
Karl
**************************************************************
SMP Update - Convoluted

2/12/15

(Clallam County Shoreline Master Plan Update (2011 - ?) will be abbreviated to: SMPU)
It will be of little avail to people that laws are made by men of their own choice if the laws be so
voluminous that they cannot be read or so incoherent that they cannot be understood. James
Madison
First, the SMPU are not by the choice of the citizens. They are carbon copies ESA Adolfson has
been paid great sums of tax dollars to go around the state imposing on the citizens. The origin of
the carbon copies are from the partisan (Democrat) academic ideologues (not far from being
epidemic) deep in the bowels of the DOE (Dept of Ecology).
It has indirectly come to my attention that additional partisan (Democrat) dogma on climate
change previously called man made global warming is being incorporated into this agency
created document which by slight of hand will be converted into regulatory law. I have
participated and served on the SMPU. Why didn’t this stuff come to me directly?
Professor Jonathan Gruber, leftist socialist progressive academic wizard of smart, reveled in the
‘stupidity’ of Americans as he bragged about writing the Affordable Care Act, Obamacare
intentionally convoluted so it would not be coherent to the average man/woman. Indeed the
SMPU is written in a similar style and content. The SMPU is a mixture of cult science and is
likewise convoluted, unnecessarily lengthy, and beyond the understanding of anybody. ESA is
being paid big bucks to do this outrageous stuff all over the State of WA.
The Commissioners should just say NO! When the DOE passes it anyway, the resulting law
suits will be much more easily won by the citizens of our County.
Karl Spees - SMPU participant

